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Dear Sir,
I am writing to express my deep concern about Dhondup Wangchen (当当当当知知知知项项项项欠欠欠欠, dangzhi xiangqian), a
Tibetan filmmaker from Hualong, Haidong (Qinghai), who was given a six year prison sentence on 28 De-
cember 2009. 
He was detained in March 2008 for simply filming Tibetans in Tibet speaking about the Beijing Olympics,
the Dalai Lama and their lives under Chinese rule. He has been tortured and is in very poor health. His only
"crime" was to film Tibetans’ peaceful expression of their views in the documentary film Leaving Fear Be-
hind. Dhondup Wangchen's actions in shooting footage and interviewing Tibetans for a film however do
not constitute a crime under Chinese law.
Dhondup Wangchen is innocent. He is being unjustly persecuted for exercising his basic right to freedom
of expression recognized under the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights. 
There are serious fears for Dhondup Wangchen's welfare as he is being held incommunicado, without be-
ing allowed family visits. He is not being given treatment although he is in poor health and has Hepatitis B. 
I join tens of thousand of people worldwide in calling on you to release Dhondup Wangchen immediately
and unconditionally and to drop all the charges against him. Please insist that he is given access to medical
treatment immediately and to a lawyer of his choice, as well as the visiting right for his relatives which to
which he is entitled.
Furthermore, I call on the PR China to release all those Tibetans detained in China's violent crackdown and
to engage in meaningful negotiations with the Tibetan government-in-exile to resolve the Tibet issue once
and for all.China must adhere to the stipulations of Universal Declaration of Human Rights and stop perse-
cuting Tibetans arbitrarily and against recognized legal standards.
Thanking you, yours faithfully,
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